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ABSTRACf. One of the main properties of equations admitting solitons, is
that it can represented as the integrability conditions of Backlund maps.
Some of these Backlund maps are ordinary Backlund maps and some are
auto-Backlund transformations. In this paper the authors show, with exam-
ples, that prolongations of auto-Backlund transformations are again auto-
Backlund transformations. Also prolongations of ordinary Backlund trans-
formations yield again ordinary Backlund transformations with the same in-
tegrability conditions.

Introduction

Let us start with a system of differential equations Z of order (h + 1) with nindepen-
dent variables and m dependent variables. This system will be considered as a subset
of Jh+l(M,NJ where M is the space of independent variables, N1 is the space of de-
pendent variables andjh+l(M,NJ denotes the jet bundle of order (h + 1). Choose the
coordinatesystems:forM,(xa),a=1,2,...,n,andforN1,(zU),u = 1,2, ,m.

To search for solutions of this system, in particular, when it is of some physical in-
terest, say of soliton type, we are in need for solving what is called the Backlund
problem for this system. This Backlund problem amounts to finding another space

a

Nz, the space of new dependent variables and a C -map

'" : jh (M,NJ X Nz ~ jl (M,NJ

which acts trivially on M and also acts trivially on Nz, in the sense that
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a 0 pr1 = a 0 III and 80111 = prz

where oc and 8 denote the source and target maps and prj is the projection of a pro-
duct on the i-th factor.

The integrability conditions of the map III are given in simple form by

ah+l .I.A -ah+l .I.A = 0
a 'l'b b 'l'a (1)

-h+
where aa is the hash operator on jh (M,NJ x Nz given by

-h+

O.
u iJ

+ Z a -a;:;; u-.!L++ Zab dzl; +=-!L
aXa

iJu A a
zaal, '" ah ~ -+ IjI a aA

ala2 '" ah y
where (yA) , (A = 1,2, ..., dim Nz) , is a coordinate presentation for the space Nz
and 1jI~ are functions on jh (M,NJ XNz which define the map 1jI[1-5].

If the integrability conditions ofljl, eqn. (1) as a subset ofjh+1 (M,NJ XNz is of the
form Z = ZXP, P c Nz then IjI is called ordinary Backlund map for the system Z[5].

If Z and Z are the same, we say that IjI is an auto-Backlund transformation for the
system Z and this is the type of main physical interest for the study of non-linear
evolution equations admitting soliton solutions.

Prolongations
Since, solving the Backlund problem for a given system Z, is not the subject of this

paper, we assume that, for the system Z, the Backlund problem is solved via the
Backlund map

\jJ : jh (M,NJ X N2 ~ jl (M,NJ .

Now, by the first prolongation of the map \jJ we mean the map 1\11 were

\jJ1 : jh+l (M,NJ X N2 ~ j2 (M,NJ

which is compatible with \jJ in such a way that

1\1jh+l (M,NJ X Nz j2 {M,NJ

h+l X idN
2'lTh

1T~

1\1jh (M,NJ X Nz (M,NJ
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commutes, where 1T~+ 1 is the projection of the (h + 1) -jet bundle to the h -jet bun-

dle.

Thus this map 1\11 is determined in an appropriate form by the functions
~c = ab+ 1 (b I\I~) , ( ) denotes symmetrization between the indices band c.

In general, the map I\IS : jb+s (M,NJ X Nz -~ js+l (M,Nz) which is
compatible with 1\1 is called the sth prolongation of 1\1 and is given via the functions

-h+s -h+s -h+S ) A"'~lb2 ...bs+1 = 0 (bl Ob2 ...ObS "'bl~...bs+1

The integrability conditions of "'S, denoted by is are in the foml of the system

~h+l ~h+s ~h+s ( -h+s' .I,A ) =
0val'" va,-z v ar-l'rr 'far

with r taking all values 2,3 , s + 1 successively. Note that r = 2, yields the integra-

bility conditions for IjI itself.

Now, if there is a least integer s such that the image IjIS/Zs is the system of differen-
tial equation Z' on js+l (M,Nz), then the correspondence between Z and Z' is called
the Backlund transformation determined by the Backlund map 1jI.

If jO (M,NJ and jO (M,Nz) are related by the identity diffeomorphism

(id)O : jO (M,NJ ~ jO (M,Nz)
and the map IjI determines a Backlund transformation between Z on jh+ 1 (M,N J and
Z' on jh+l (M,Nz) in such a way that (id)h+l (Z) = Z' then IjI is called a Backlund au-
tomorphism and the transformation is called Backlund self-transformation[6,7]I .

Now, the question is, if one starts with a Backlund map IjI for a system Z, which is
ordinary, do its prolongations yield ordinary Backlund maps and if so do these pro-
longations have different integrability conditions than the original map 1jI. Also, if
one starts with a map which is auto-Backlund for the system Z, will its prolongations
be auto-Backlund and what about their integrability conditions.

In fact, it is difficult to get an answer with this general framework. Also, because
there is not a unified from for soliton systems so far, with which one may have a un-
ified from of Backlund transformations. Therefore, we shall study some concrete
examples at hand and then conclude an answer.

Some Examples

Here we give some examples of known soliton equations and calculate the prolon-

gations of their Backlund transformations.

1. The sine-Gordon equation, given by Z12 = sin z, has the Backlund map that was
originally constructed by Backlundhimselt18.9], in the form
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Y1 = "'1 = Z1 + 2a sin ~ (Y + Z)

Y2 = 1\12 = -Zz -2 a-I sin 1 (y -z)
2

~

where a is a non-zero parameter. ,--

The integrability conditions of this map give the sine-Gordon equation. Now the
1st prolongation of this map is given by:

Yll = 11111 = 2[Z11 + 2azl COS ~ (Y + Z) + a2 sin (y + z)]

yu = I\Iu = -2 sin y

yzz = I\Izz = 2[-Zzz + 2a-l Zz cos (y + z) + a-z sin (y -I)]

The integrability conditions of the 1st prolonged map after some elaborate calcula-
tions give the equation Zu = sin z. Therefore, this is an example of an auto-Backlund
map which produces again auto-Backlund maps through prolongations.

2. The K. dV. equation: Zl11 + Zz + 12zZ1 = 0 has the Backlund map discovered

by Wahlquist and Estabrook,[9.10] which is given by

Yl = 1\11 = -2z-yZ

yz = I\Iz = 8zz + 4zyZ + 2z11 -4YZI

This map is an auto-Backlund map for the K. dV. equation. The 1st prolongation of
this map is given by:

Y11 = "'11 = -4z1 + 8yz + 4y3

Y 12 = "'12= 24zz1 + 16y2 Zl -32YZ2 -16zy3 -8YZ11 -2~ + 2Z111

Y12 = "'12 = 24zz1 + 16y2 z1-32YZ2 -16zy3 -8YZll-2~ + 2Z111

Y22 = "'22 = 32~ + 8y2 ~ + 128yz3 + 64Z2 y3 -96zz1 y2 + 32zYZ11 +

4Z112 -8YZ12 _64Z2 Zl -16z1 Zll + 32yzi

Doing elaborate calculations, we get the integrability conditions for the prolonged
map. This turns out to give again the K. dV. equation

Zlll + Z2 + 12zz1 = 0

As this map is known to give self-Backlund transformations, its prolongations will
also be auto-Backlund maps and therefore will lead also to self-Backlund transfor-

mations.
3. For the equation Z12 = exp z, the Backlund map is given by,[S,I1]

1Y1 = "'1 = Zl + B exp "2 (y + z)
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-1 1Y2 = 1\12 = -Z2 -2 B exP"2 (y -z)

where B is a non-zero parameter.

The integrability condition for this map is given by Z12 = O. The 1st prolongation is

given by
Yll = 1/111 = ZII + 8 ZI exp (y + Z) + 1 82 exp (y + z)

2

Y12 = t/1u = t/121 = t/121 = -exp Y

-1 1 -2Y22 = 11122 = -Zzz + 2 B Zz ~xp :2 (y -z) + 2 B exp (y -z)

Note that the image of ",1 is the zero set of Y12 + exp y = 0, which shows that this
Backlund map'" gives an ordinary Backlund transformation.

But the integrability condition of the 1st prolonged map ",1 leads to the equation

Z12 = 0

which again leads to ordinary Backlund transformations.

Conclusion

From the preceding examples, one can conclude that prolongations of ordinary
Backlund transformations of differential equations give again ordinary Backlund
transformations and also prolongations of auto-Backlund transformations yield
again auto-Backlund transformations for the same system of differential eqations.
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